
 
PRE-ASSESSMENT 

 
Purpose 
Ensure workshop participants have the needed navigation and app skills to be successful in the 
workshop. These requirements are covered in the “Setting Up for Success” handout, including 
embedded links to some suggested tutorials on a variety of topics. 

Format 
Come to the Pre-Assessment drop-in zoom session and demonstrate you are comfortable with: 

§ Changing your screen name  

§ Unmuting/muting yourself 

§ Using “Reactions” to give a thumbs up 

§ Sharing your screen  

§ Using annotation toolbar to make annotations on a screen share or whiteboard and then 
clearing them 

§ Pasting a link in chat to your SharkBridge teaching table 

§ Seating a student at a table, loading a hand and starting the robots  

§ Use the raise hand feature in the participant window to manage questions 

Advance Preparation 
§ Obtain a Shark Bridge Teacher Console and complete the onboarding process 
§ Create or import a hand and save it in your Shark Bridge Deal Library 
§ Create a page to screen share (be creative) 

Just Before Join Pre-Assessment Zoom 
§ Open your Shark Bridge Teacher Console 
§ Add a table and load your hand 
§ Keep this window open, you will need it during the assessment 

Advance Preparation 
§ Obtain a Shark Bridge Teacher Console and complete the onboarding process 
§ Create or import a hand and save it in your Shark Bridge Deal Library 
§ Create a page to screen share (be creative) 

What to Expect in the Pre-Assessment 

This is a low-key, drop-in session and participants will be assessed in the order they enter the 
zoom. You will be walked through each required skill. You do not need to be super proficient, 
but rather have a reasonable facility using the online tools that will be needed to be successful 
in the workshop. (See the Setting Up for Success handout for suggested tutorials).  


